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s he parked his shiny new Ford Ikon into his
usual parking spot, Jayant was whistling to the
tune of his favourite song on the 'MatchlessA

Music Hour' on FM. It was a cool November Monday
morning and the sun rays playing hide and seek with
the clouds added a touch of mischief to the air. He felt
relaxed and upbeat. Vaidehi had been right. The two
week vacation at Munnar had been magical. He smiled
as he walked past the elegant reception of Rainbow Paints
India Limited. It was great to be back to work!

Enroute to his cubicle, Jayant stopped to meet his
buddies. The exchange of pleasantries was brief. "Let's
catch up at lunch?" he ventured. "Not today, Jayant, got
stuff to do..." said Abhijit. He looked apologetic. Girish
was gazing out of the window. "No issues, guys" said
Jayant. "There's a huge pile probably stacked up on my
desk too. See you later."

They seem uninterested. Maybe they're really busy.
Or are they avoiding me? Jayant's thoughts wandered
from one explanation to the other. Both Girish and Abhjit
knew he was had returned to Mumbai on Friday, but
neither had called to say 'hi' over the weekend. Could
this just a coincidence? he asked himself. Am I reading
too much into this?

He spent the first half of the day replying to emails,
returning phone calls, and catching up on the past two
weeks with his assistant. He could feel his stomach
growling. He looked at his watch. It was 3.00 pm. Picking
up the intercom, he punched in the cafe's number.
"Prem, this is Jayant from R&D. Any lunch left?"
"No, sir, all we have is grilled sandwiches."
"Send me one with some hot tea, please."
"Within ten minutes, sir."

Life can be full of surprising twists and turns.
Handling a sudden unpleasant turn of events
can often be the most challenging test of survival.
How do you react? What do you do? Whom do
you turn to? How do you pull out of it?

By Mohan Prasad

He leaned back against the chair, crossed his arms
behind his head for support and closed his eyes. A
soothing vision of the calm mountains of Munnar and
the green lawns of the Whispering Winds Resort came
back to him. A knock on the door startled him. It was
the cafe delivery boy. I must have dozed off. Need to
splash some water on my face...

When he entered his cubicle, his phone was ringing.
"Jayant", he introduced himself. "Hi", Jayant, this is
Susan from Personnel Worldwide. "Hi, Susan", what a
pleasant surprise! How have you been?

He had not interacted with Susan since two years,
ever since he joined Rainbow Paints. Personnel
Worldwide was the only firm he had contacted when he
was looking for a job. He was not comfortable with the
idea of 'being in the market' and having his resume
floating around with dozens of recruitment agencies.
During that time, he had developed a bond of sorts with
Susan, and she had been a huge support to him all
through the interview process. Her tips and advise had
proved invaluable.

"How are you doing, Jayant? I heard that you are
signing off from the present assignment. Where are you
moving? I am sure it must be a really great offer that
you could not have refused. Somehow, I assumed that I
would be among the few people you would break the
news personally to..."

What was this all about? He was confused. Personnel
Worldwide had an extremely professional reputation
and Susan was not the type to act hastily on rumors,
without getting her facts right. Something was wrong.

She was still speaking, but he could not resist
interrupting her... "How did you get to know?"
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sensitivity' for the year 2003-04 by NHRD Network. A keen observer of human behavior, he
feels that HR provides the perfect platform for 24/7 learning.

CASE

Her words sent a chill down his spine. "Well, we got
a call from your HR department two weeks back asking
for a R&D manager. The position specs matched your
current role exactly. In fact, we sought a clarification on
whether this was an additional position and Pratima
Sinha, the HR manager confirmed that this was a
replacement for the present incumbent. Today, our
referred candidate has conveyed that he has accepted
the offer this morning. He is joining one month from
now. Jayant, are you there? Hello, Hello!!!...."

Jayant had hung up. He could not believe his ears.
What on earth was happening? This has got to be a bad
dream. The sandwiches on his table were soggy and the
tea was cold. He pushed the tray away. Food was the
last thing on his mind. I need fresh air... he rushed out
to the atrium.

The breeze was cool, but Jayant could feel his ears
burning. His heart was racing. I need to calm down.
Don't react. Think. How could they be looking for my
replacement?

Maybe this is a big misunderstanding! Yes, I know
they are looking for a replacement for Rajan who has
recently put in his papers... but then he was in the Nasik
development center. Pratima is a seasoned manager,
always precise and clear in her communications. She
would not make an absurd error like that.

Or is this a crazy twist of fate! How could they do
this to me? I have never given an impression that I am
not actively engaged in his assignment. There has never
been an indication of any major shortfall in my
performance or discrepancy between my contribution
and expectations. This is just not done, just not done.

Over the next half hour, hope and despair alternated
and finally he made up his mind. He would seek a
clarification with Mr. Nadkarni himself.

It was a low phase for Rainbow Paints. Market shares
were dropping steadily and competitors were surging
ahead. Product development needed a enormous boost.
R&D heads of both Mumbai and Nasik divisions were to
report directly to the CEO, Paresh Nadkarni for the next
three years. The R&D team had been under constant
pressure all through last year. Added to that, was the
unresponsiveness of the marketing division. R&D had
to make do with outdated information on competitor

products. "Its the customer feedback mechanisms that
are weak. We need better support, only then we can
deliver," Rajan complained constantly. But Rajan was
an impatient man. His solution: move on to another
organization. Jayant, on the other hand, decided to stay
and push for change.

He walked in to Sriram's office. Secretaries of CEOs
usually do not arrange appointments easily, and he
hoped today would be an exception to the rule. I must
speak to Nadkarni today. Can't go home with this burden
on my mind. Wonder how many people know about
this? Surely Sriram knows. He knows everything. Girish
and Abhijit? Do they know too? That explains their
attitude in the morning. Oh God! Everyone knows! I am
panicking now. Calm down.

"Sriram, I need to see boss urgently." Sriram looked
at him, and raised his eyebrows questioningly. He usually
spoke only when he really needed to.

"Its personal, Sriram. Hope you don't mind."
Ten minutes later, Nadkarni invited him in. His

matter-of-fact tone was not comforting. But then, that
was Nadkarni for you. He was a very private person. He
drew a sharp line between personal and work life and
his interactions with colleagues were largely business
related. No office parties for this CEO.

"Jayant, I wanted to call you over for a discussion.
Good that you made the first move. We have been
watching your performance for the last two quarters
and find that R&D is not moving satisfactorily at all. The
last two paint textures that you have come up with have
scored very poorly during test marketing. Customer
surveys and focus group discussions reveal that
competitor products have moved much ahead, as
compared to our products. We believe that your lack of
interest is because you are involved in finding an
alternative job, just like Rajan."

"You know how important R&D is for Rainbow Paints
right now. Our survival hinges on the innovations we
come up with. Your contributions in this area are much
below the desired level. Possibly because of your
indifferent attitude, your team is also getting affected.
Considering the critical juncture in which the project is
at present, we felt that we need to get a new guy in your
place ASAP. I am surprised that you have not been able
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to read the writing on the wall."
Jayant was stunned. It was all over. I have no job. I

am being asked to go. He was struggling to find words.
But Nadkarni beat him to it.

"You have a two month notice period. This should
be reasonable time to find an alternative. I have already
briefed Pratima to sit across with you on the modalities
of your separation at end of two months. One more
thing, the person who is replacing you in this role will
be joining exactly one moth from now. If you're around
till then, you can personally help him take over your
responsibilities."

Jayant's worst fears had come true. There was no
misunderstanding, no mix-up. He was being asked to
go. "Mr.Nadkarni, this is a real shocker. I have never in
my dreams ever thought of an alternative to my present
assignment."

"Jayant, at senior levels like yours we expect you to
read between the lines and watch for negative vibrations
around. Don't blame me if you failed to catch the clues."

Blow after blow. Go on, make it worse. Maybe I
should have followed Rajan, rather than waiting for this
humiliation. Whoever said that patience pays was surely
joking. "Mr.Nadkarni, I would like to say that R&D has
not been getting any help from marketing at all and...

Nadkarni cut the discussion short and said with a
straight face, "We've been over all this several times and
you know my response. Its your job to get what you
want from marketing. You shold have taken a more
assertive stand. Anyhow, its too late for this discussion
now. Honestly. I am not sure if the new guy would be as
good or may be he would be better. But then we have
decided to take a call and make this change." He looked
pointedly at his wristwatch indicating that the meeting
was over. "Excuse me, I have a flight to catch."

Jayant walked back to his cubicle in a daze. A rush of
emotions flooded his mind. He could hear voices of
people around him, but their words were garbled and
faint. What do I do now? Back in his cubicle, he slumped
into his chair, and covered his head with his arms in a
somewhat futile attempt to hide himself from the
otherwise 'normal' world around him. What a climax to
a magical holiday!

His phone was ringing. It was Vaidehi. "Hi! How was
your first day at office? I bet you're having a great time
telling all you pals about Munnar. Same here. Everyone
found the photos amazing. We all went out for lunch.
Sheila, Aparna, Udit, Mrinal, everyone was there. Sheila
says she's going to convince Yash to go to Munnar for
their next holiday. And they'll stay at Whispering Winds
too! Hey, we should do this every year. It'll really be
good for us."

Jayant took in her excited chatter silently.
"You don't seem to be saying much. You must be

exhausted! Oh, one more thing. I know you would be
really busy today, but can you get back half an hour
early to pick up Supriya from her violin class? I have an
urgent report to submit for a client and I can't make it
home before 9 today."

"Yeah, I'll pick up Supriya. I can move out early
today." And tomorrow. And the day after. And the day after.
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Balaji E has done his Bachelors in Physics from Madras Christian College, Chennai and
Masters in Business Administration from School of Management, Pondicherry University.
He is a certified Lead Auditor (IRCA, UK) for ISO 9001: 2000. He has over 11 years
experience which began at Ma Foi in 1994. He manages a team of nearly 300
professionals spread across 40 locations in the country. He also oversees the country
office of Ma Foi in Colombo, Srilanka. He is in the board of Ma Foi's subsidiaries based in
Dubai, Singapore and Malaysia. He has extensive experience in designing the recruitment
processes using multi pronged strategies in attracting the right talent. His division recruits
on an average 2000 people in a month for various clients across the country. He has a
keen interest in management literature, history and politics.

ANALYSIS
Accept realities and focus on the future

t is easy to get into a right-wrong analysis,
sympathize or justify based on whose side one takes.
The 'Yin-Yang' of life experiences co-holds the rightI

and wrong of all events. It helps to look at the case
objectively and also apply the subjectivity that is
inevitable.

A two-week vacation in Munnar ended in a 'shock
treatment' for Jayant. Rainbow Paints is struggling with
market shares dropping steadily and competitors
surging ahead. Sadly, Jayant got the news from a HR
Consultant.

Colleagues Girish and Abhijit seemed to have got
the news earlier, Their polite refusal for an informal
lunch meet could be attributed to the knowledge and
avoiding the uncomfortable situation.

The formal 'news-breaking' was dispassionate and
cold. Poor scoring of the last two paint textures during
the test marketing were considered as the basis of
evaluation of Jayant's performance. The perception that
Jayant is uninterested of company's fortunes (outcome
of R&D innovations) could have precipitated the
decision to fire.

The meanings that I make of this are:
Passion pays: Passion pays: Passion pays: Passion pays: Passion pays: In the highly competitive paint business,
one cannot expect phenomenal growth in the market
size or revenue volumes. In such cases, it is important
to find innovative products or technologies that can
enhance the competitiveness of the company, lest
competitors erode the market share with their share of
innovation. Senior managers ought to be passionate of
their roles and display the zeal of a missionary - a mission
to change the world with their ideas. The thoughts in
Jayant's mind as he walked into office after the vacation,
do not give an impression of the mind of a 'missionary'.
However, it is difficult to judge if Jayant was solely
responsible for the lackluster performance of the
company.

Actions speak louder than words: Actions speak louder than words: Actions speak louder than words: Actions speak louder than words: Actions speak louder than words: Susan, the HR
consultant was doing her job and trying to make up
with a candidate who she thought was moving on
without keeping her informed. The HR manager did

not handle this sensitively. Should have briefed the HR
consultant about the sensitivity and that the news was
not broken yet. Jayant may discuss this lack of sensitivity
among his peers. This can be detrimental to the
organizational climate as others too may consider the
handling of a senior employee as insensitive. This could
affect morale and weaken the emotional bonds valuable
employees have with the company.

CCCCCararararareer planning, a lip sereer planning, a lip sereer planning, a lip sereer planning, a lip sereer planning, a lip service? vice? vice? vice? vice? Organizations may
sometimes neglect career planning and may at times
leave it to junior members to do some data-entry / MIS
maintenance. Global companies with international
practices have strong career planning practices. They
methodically plan, nurture, develop, promote, cross-
train, transfer or separate their in-house talent by
aligning personal aspirations with organizational vision.
Such organizations would have senior and well-
respected members handling the task of career planning.
The manner in the way Jayant was handled appeared to
be adhoc and unprofessional.

Walking the walk: Walking the walk: Walking the walk: Walking the walk: Walking the walk: Performance evaluation &
feedback is a continuous activity as well as a periodic
ritual. The objective-subjective dichotomy is inevitable.
I perceive the method of evaluating Jayant was adhoc
and lacked objectivity. I also wonder if a proper set of
'SMART' objectives were laid out for Jayant, the
accomplishment of which would have resulted in a
favorable turn of fortunes for the company.

Lets make our CVs: Lets make our CVs: Lets make our CVs: Lets make our CVs: Lets make our CVs: It is important to update one's
CV once a quarter. This exercise helps in a valuable,
objective, self-introspection and examines how well one
had spent the last period and what one needs to do in
the next. This exercise also helps when the 'cheese
moves'.

As a HR Consultant, I have some thoughts
for Jayant.
Listening is more than hearing: Listening is more than hearing: Listening is more than hearing: Listening is more than hearing: Listening is more than hearing: Nadkarni, the CEO
said in his conversation with Jayant, "Don't blame me if
you failed to catch the clues". It appears that Jayant was
not fully clued to some of the 'intentional hints dropped
on him'. Some managers tend to take things for granted.
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ANALYSIS
The biggest casualty seems to be ownership of issues

anagement by assumptions: anagement by assumptions: anagement by assumptions: anagement by assumptions: anagement by assumptions: Rainbow
Paints were losing market share due to lack-
lustre products. Hence they were looking forM

superlative contribution in this area. Jayant did not
understand this. To him it was just an internal problem
of products not being right due to the marketing
department's inability to provide information. He had
the classic technology myopia of a technocrat. He
viewed himself as a deliverer of products based on
technical specification rather than a head of product
development. Hence he relegated the market
information to the bottom of his priority list. Jayant had
failed to use the inputs from the customer survey and

Focus group discussions to create a new product. In a
situation like this where Jayant is expected to come out
with a product for which the required information is
not forthcoming one would have expected him to clutch
whatever that was there. But Jayant was totally oblivious
to the state of the company and his own perceived
responsibility to the same. He did not even grasp the
importance of the focus group discussions or the
Customer Survey.

Jayant was also unaware of the state of his team. It
took a final meeting with the CEO to make him realize
it. He went on a vacation, which should have ideally
been avoided at this crucial juncture. He bought a new

Like 'the frog in a warm glow', such managers wake up
to reality a touch too late. I think, Jayant should learn
from this experience and when he ultimately moves on
to a new job, which he eventually will, he should be a lot
more alert to the happenings around.

Past is past: Past is past: Past is past: Past is past: Past is past: The two-month notice period will
cushion the impact. Jayant can smartly hand-over
important activities to other colleagues, especially
decision making. The CEO may also like this as the
knowledge transfer is happening. The two-month
period can be used to hunt for a job actively. It makes
matters tough to explain to new employers when one
hunts for a job after they are completely out of the
system.  Jayant can also take some liberties during this
time and avoid some customary late sittings.

I have some thoughts on Rainbow Paints as well.
People perform on what gets measured: People perform on what gets measured: People perform on what gets measured: People perform on what gets measured: People perform on what gets measured: I have
wondered a lot of times as to what gets measured to
evaluate performance? It is sales volumes (rupee sales
and/or paint liters), percentage growth, cost reductions
(percentage and/or absolute value) or Market Share?
Sometimes we fail to see these measures from the
context of ROCE and ROS that the organization is
expected to generate. This is easily said than done.
Global companies spend millions of dollars on
consulting fees to get this alignment.

Who reviews the CEO? Who reviews the CEO? Who reviews the CEO? Who reviews the CEO? Who reviews the CEO? A CEO needs the vision of a
visionary and mission of a missionary. He will have to
inspire the energies of the direct reportees and percolate
the same down to all levels. Then the CEO must walk
the walk. This is important to know what goes on at the
ground level and get the alignment right. Apart from an
alignment, the organization also require an eminent
board of directors that reviews the company (and CEO)
performance regularly. The cold approach mentioned
in the case is not enough to judge Nadkarni. But it raises
some questions.

EEEEExit interxit interxit interxit interxit interview is not just a forview is not just a forview is not just a forview is not just a forview is not just a formalitymalitymalitymalitymality: :  :  :  :  Human
resources management, I feel is still a neglected subject.
Apart from process compliances and recruitments, there
are limited instances where HR teams comes into
contact with 'organizational others', and vice versa.
There are few organizations where HR is involved with
other functions to plan, develop and sustain competitive
competencies of the organization. In this case, an exit
interview by the senior most HR manager may be
valuable. It can help diagnose the problem of adhoc
evaluation methods and course correct.

Ultimately, there are no right-wrong answers. As
Jack Welch says, there are no formulae answers for
business problems. People need to accept the reality as
it is. Attaching meanings to events is futile. The focus
should be on the future.
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car and went on a vacation at the wrong time and
thereby clearly projecting his insensitivity towards the
company's position.

Rajan, the other head of R&D, rightly or wrongly
came to a conclusion that things were not going to
change and had decided to move.

The CEO was not happy about Rajan's decision to
leave the organization when they had two product
failures in the market. There seems to have been a
general paranoia on the attrition front with the top
management resorting to knee jerk reactions. There also
seems to be no efforts from the management to check
the pulse of the people. This desertion in times of
difficulties compounded with a complete absence of
systems to check the pulse of people increased the
management's suspicion of Jayant's intentions. Though
it was natural to Jayant to be a little callous this was
perceived to be a lack of interest on the job.

Surprisingly the
CEO did not bother to
check with Jayant on his
interest levels. He
wrongly assumed the
inability to produce a
breakthrough product
was due to lack of
interest. In such a
scenario where
product development
has assumed a pivotal
role in the survival of
the organization and
where already one of
the R&D heads has
moved out, the CEO
should have taken the
initiative to talk to
Jayant and to ensure his
stay in the organization
and motivate him to
deliver . Instead the
CEO was quite happy
to let go of a person who probably would have been the
anchor during the turbulent times. He in the process
has created a tumult in the product development
function and has pushed the company backwards by
atleast six months in terms of the learning curve
assuming the new incumbent learns fast and produces
results in the shortest possible time. In the end Mr.
Nandkarni has made a decision without completely
knowing the capability of the replacement.

Lack of management will: Lack of management will: Lack of management will: Lack of management will: Lack of management will: There is also a bigger issue
here in terms of  the complacency within the
organization and a lack of overall vision. The top
management of the company seems to be tolerating a
complete lack of coordination and sense of urgency
towards this problem. The company was not able to
deal with an unresponsive marketing department and
was instead looking at the R&D department to save them
with better products when they should have taken the

marketing department to task. Inability on the part of
the R&D to get the required information at best could
be termed as lack of initiative, but inability to provide
the right input on the part of the marketing team is a
question on their basic ability to deliver results. The
management of the company did not address this
systemic issue. Instead it resorted to a change of guard
hoping that the new incumbent would change the
course miraculously.

Neither was the CEO interested in sorting the issue
between Jayant and the marketing department nor was
he interested in performance counseling for Jayant. He
had hoped that Jayant would somehow grasp the
importance of the Focus group and would utilize the
inputs, which was not to be so. Jayant was made the
scapegoat of this assumption.

Lack of systems and processes: Lack of systems and processes: Lack of systems and processes: Lack of systems and processes: Lack of systems and processes: Moreover there seems
to be no proper system
to capture and work
upon customer
feedback, which is a
vital area for any
organization. That too
when the company is
passing through a
tough patch in that
area, consolidating and
acting on the customer
feedback would have
been the primary
activity of any
organization. This was
not evident in any way
in the Rainbow Paints.
No one including the
CEO, the marketing
function or the R& D
function seemed to
have grasped the need
to create a system for
acting on this

information.

Lack of business outlook: Lack of business outlook: Lack of business outlook: Lack of business outlook: Lack of business outlook: This also clearly indicates a
pattern of working in silos for which the CEO is clearly
to be blamed. Functional outlook seems to be most
prevalent in the organization. There is hardly any focus
on the business front. The heads of the functions are
comfortable in their own shells and seem to behave like
petty chieftains protecting their turfs. The CEO who is
responsible for creating this business outlook was
comfortable pushing the buck to Jayant's table and
easing him out.

Responding to an inevitable change: Responding to an inevitable change: Responding to an inevitable change: Responding to an inevitable change: Responding to an inevitable change: The case also
indicates the initial response of an organization that is
jolted out of its reverie. The first symptom of any change
is the pain of realization that whatever that worked
earlier does not do so now. The natural reaction to this
pain is to either have a denial or resolve the issue with

Functional outlook seems to be most
prevalent in the organization. There
is hardly any focus on the business
front. The heads of the functions
are comfortable in their own shells
and seem to behave like petty chief-
tains protecting their turfs. The CEO
who is responsible for creating this
business outlook was comfortable
pushing the buck to Jayant's table
and easing him out.
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as little corrections as possible. This typically happened
in the Rainbow Paints. The marketing function and the
R&D were comfortable ignoring the market reality and
blaming each other. The CEO in turn blamed R&D heads
and turned a blind-eye to the bigger issues. While Jayant
confined himself to R&D with a mediocre performance,
Rajan decided to wash his hands off the whole issue.

Hence the biggest casualty in this denial game is the
ownership of the issue, which would have been clearly
indicated through a good performance management
system. This again brings up a systemic issue that was
not addressed by the CEO or the senior management
team of Rainbow Paints.

The solutions
Strong management wil l :  Strong management wil l :  Strong management wil l :  Strong management wil l :  Strong management wil l :  The management,
particularly the CEO, should decide how he wants to
manage the show. He should show more ownership
and a -on approach. He should create a vision and take
the responsibility of getting everyone glued to it. He
should also guide the organization to find itself a niche
in the market value chain. He should also lead the way
in terms of putting the required process and systems
and ensuring that everyone follows it. He should also
spend more time with his subordinates to understand
what motivates them and capitalize on the same.

CCCCCrrrrreate oeate oeate oeate oeate ownership: wnership: wnership: wnership: wnership: This is again the job of the CEO. A
strong vision combined with the support of requisite
systems and processes would do the job. A vision can
be generated and clearly espoused through a senior
management brainstorming session. Rainbow Paints,
at this juncture, needs a clear visible stretch vision like
NASA's vision during the Kennedy era "Put a man on
the moon". The key deliverable of each individual within
the organization should be clearly defined. This could
be done through well-written role descriptions and good
appraisal system.

Business outlook: Business outlook: Business outlook: Business outlook: Business outlook: There should a conscious effort to
create business outlook through out the organization.
Teambuilding programs like outbound training
programs and business objectives in the appraisal and
reward systems should bring in the business outlook.
There should also be a conscious move to concentrate
on the customer and not on the internal processes. They
could have theme-based years like 'year of the customer'
when a major focus could be given to the customer.

Systems and process implementation: Systems and process implementation: Systems and process implementation: Systems and process implementation: Systems and process implementation: There should
be a conscious effort to design and implement relevant
systems and processes with the focus largely upon the
above issues. Particularly these should be beefed up:

Role clarity systems like role descriptions,
responsibility charting

Performance management system - objective
setting, business/ revenue/ customer related objectives
and regular appraisal and feedback sessions

Customer information management systems-
collection and collation of data, action plans formed on
the collated data and implemented systematically. HC
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